We review the theoretical status of signal and background calculations for Higgs boson production at hadron colliders. Particular emphasis is given to missing NLO results, which will play a crucial role for the Tevatron and the LHC.
Introduction
The Higgs mechanism is a cornerstone of the Standard Model (SM) and its supersymmetric extensions. Thus, the search for Higgs bosons is one of the most important endeavors at future high-energy experiments. In the SM one Higgs doublet has to be introduced in order to break the electroweak symmetry, leading to the existence of one elementary Higgs boson, H [1] . The scalar sector of the SM is uniquely fixed by the vacuum expectation value v of the Higgs doublet and the mass m H of the physical Higgs boson [2] . The negative direct search for the Higgsstrahlung process e + e − → ZH at the LEP2 collider poses a lower bound of 114.1 GeV on the SM Higgs mass [3] , while triviality arguments force the Higgs mass to be smaller than ∼ 1 TeV [4] .
Since the minimal supersymmetric extension of the Standard Model (MSSM) requires the introduction of two Higgs doublets in order to preserve supersymmetry, there are five elementary Higgs particles, two CP-even (h, H), one CP-odd (A) and two charged ones (H ± ). At lowest order all couplings and masses of the MSSM Higgs sector are fixed by two independent input parameters, which are generally chosen as tan β = v 2 /v 1 , the ratio of the two vacuum expectation values v 1,2 , and the pseudoscalar Higgs-boson mass m A . At LO the light scalar Higgs mass m h has to be smaller than the Z-boson mass m Z . Including the one-loop and dominant two-loop corrections the upper bound is increased to m h < ∼ 135 GeV [5] . The negative direct searches for the Higgsstrahlung processes e + e − → Zh, ZH and the associated production e + e − → Ah, AH yield lower bounds of m h,H > 91.0 GeV and m A > 91. 9 GeV. The range 0.5 < tan β < 2.4 in the MSSM is excluded by the Higgs searches at the LEP2 experiments [3] .
The intermediate mass range, m H < 196 GeV at 95% CL, is also favored by a SM analysis of electroweak precision data [3] . In this contribution we will therefore concentrate on searches and measurements for m H < ∼ 200 GeV. The Tevatron has a good chance to find evidence for such a Higgs boson, provided that sufficient integrated luminosity can be accumulated [6] . The Higgs boson, if it exists, can certainly be seen at the LHC, and the LHC can provide measurements of the Higgs boson mass at the 10 −3 level [7] , and measurements of Higgs boson couplings at the 5 to 10% level [8] . Both tasks, discovery and measurement of Higgs properties, require accurate theoretical predictions of cross sections at the LHC, but these requirements become particularly demanding for accurate coupling measurements. In this contribution we review the present status of QCD calculations of signal and background cross sections encountered in Higgs physics at hadron colliders. Desired accuracy levels can be estimated by comparing to the statistical errors in the determination of signal cross sections at the LHC. For processes like H → γγ, where a very narrow mass peak will be observed, backgrounds can be accurately determined directly from data. For other decay channels, like H → bb or H → τ τ , mass resolutions of order 10% require modest interpolation from sidebands, for which reliable QCD calculations are needed. Most demanding are channels like H → W + W − → l + l − p / T , for which broad transverse mass peaks reduce Higgs observation to, essentially, a counting experiment. Consequently, requirements on theory predictions vary significantly between channels. In the following we discuss production and decay channels in turn and focus on theory requirements for the prediction of signal and background cross sections. Because our main interest is in coupling measurements, we will not consider diffractive channels in the following, which are model-dependent and have large rate uncertainties [9] . Potentially, they might contribute to Higgs discovery if, indeed, cross sections are sufficiently large.
Gluon fusion
The gluon fusion mechanism gg → φ provides the dominant production mechanism of Higgs bosons at the LHC in the entire relevant mass range up to about 1 TeV in the SM and for small and moderate values of tan β in the MSSM [10] . At the Tevatron this process plays the relevant role for Higgs masses between about 130 GeV and about 190 GeV [6] . The gluon fusion process is mediated by heavy quark triangle loops and, in the case of supersymmetric theories, by squark loops in addition, if the squark masses are smaller than about 400 GeV [11] , see In the past the full two-loop QCD corrections have been determined. They increase the production cross sections by 10-80% [12] , thus leading to a significant change of the theoretical predictions. Very recently, Harlander and Kilgore have finished the full NNLO calculation, in the heavy top quark limit [13, 14] . This limit has been demonstrated to approximate the full massive K factor at NLO within 10% for the SM Higgs boson in the entire mass range up to 1 TeV [15] . Thus, a similar situation can be expected at NNLO. The reason for the quality of this approximation is that the QCD corrections to the gluon fusion mechanism are dominated by soft gluon effects, which do not resolve the oneloop Higgs coupling to gluons. Fig. 2 shows the resulting K-factors at the LHC and the scale variation of the K-factor. The calculation stabilizes at NNLO, with remaining scale variations at the 10 to 15% level. These uncertainties are comparable to the experimental errors which can be achieved with 200 fb −1 of data at the LHC, see solid lines in Fig. 3 . The full NNLO results confirm earlier estimates which were obtained in the frame work of soft gluon resummation [15] and soft approximations [16] of the full three-loop result. The full soft gluon resummation has been performed in Ref. [17] . The resummation effects enhance the NNLO result by about 10% thus signaling a perturbative stabilization of the theoretical prediction for the gluon-fusion cross section. Scale dependence of the K-factor at the LHC. Lower curves for each pair are for µ R = 2m H , µ F = m H /2, upper curves are for µ R = m H /2, µ F = 2m H . The K-factor is computed with respect to the LO cross section at µ R = µ F = m H . From Ref. [14] .
In supersymmetric theories the gluon fusion cross sections for the heavy Higgs, H, and, for small m A , also for the light Higgs, h, may be dominated by bottom quark loops for large values of tan β > ∼ 10 so that the heavy top quark limit is not applicable. This can be clearly seen in the NLO results, which show a decrease of the K factor down to about 1.1 for large tan β [12] . This decrease originates from an interplay between the large positive soft gluon effects and large negative double logarithms of the ratio between the Higgs and bottom masses. In addition, the shape of the p T distribution of the Higgs boson may be altered; if the bottom loop is dominant, the p T spectrum becomes softer than in the case of top-loop dominance. These effects lead to some model dependence of predicted cross sections. Let us now turn to a discussion of backgrounds for individual decay modes.
(i) φ → γγ At the LHC the SM Higgs boson can be found in the mass range up to about 150 GeV by means of the rare photonic decay mode H → γγ [7] . The dominant Higgs decays H → bb, τ + τ − are overwhelmed by large QCD backgrounds in inclusive searches. The QCD γγ background is known at NLO, including all relevant fragmentation effects. The present status is contained in the program DIPHOX [19] . The loop mediated process gg → γγ contributes about 50% to the γγ background and has been calculated at NLO very recently [20] . However, a numerical analysis of the two-loop result is still missing.
Once the experiment is performed, the diphoton background can be determined precisely from the data, by a measurement of dσ/dm γγ on both sides of the resonance peak. The NLO calculations are useful, nevertheless, for an accurate prediction of expected accuracies and for a quantitative understanding of detector performance.
This mode is very important for Higgs masses above W -pair but below Z-pair threshold, where B(H → W W ) is close to 100%. In order to suppress the tt → bbW + W − background for W + W − final states, a jet veto is crucial. However, gluon fusion receives sizeable contributions from real gluon bremsstrahlung at NLO, which will also be affected by the jet veto. These effects have recently been analyzed in Ref. [21] , in the soft approximation to the full NNLO calculation. A veto of additional jets with p T j > 15 GeV, as e.g. envisioned by ATLAS [7] , reduces the NNLO K-factor to about K = 0.8 * , i.e. one loses more than 60% of signal events. In addition the scale dependence of the cross section starts to grow with such stringent veto criteria. These effects need to be modeled with a NLO Monte Carlo program for H +jet production in order to reach a reliable quantitative result for the signal rate. Since stop and sbottom loops are sizeable in supersymmetric theories for squark masses below about 400 GeV, their inclusion is important in these investigations.
From the perspective of background calculations, H → W W is the most challenging channel. Backgrounds are of the order of the signal rate or larger, which requires a 5% determination or better for the dominant background cross sections in order to match the statistical power of LHC experiments. In fact, the large errors at m H < ∼ 150 GeV depicted in Fig. 3 (gg → H → W W curve) are dominated by an assumed 5% background uncertainty. Clearly, such small errors cannot be achieved by NLO calculations alone, but require input from LHC data. Because of two missing neutrinos in the
state, the Higgs mass cannot be reconstructed directly. Rather, only wide (l + l − ; p / T ) transverse mass distributions can be measured, which do not permit straightforward sideband measurements of the backgrounds. Instead one needs to measure the normalization of the backgrounds in signal poor regions and then extrapolate these, with the help of differential cross sections predicted in perturbative QCD, to the signal region. The theory problem is the uncertainty in the shape of the distributions used for the extrapolation, which will depend on an appropriate choice of the "signal poor region". No analysis of the concomitant uncertainties, at LO or NLO QCD, is available to date.
After the jet veto discussed above, the dominant background processes are pp → W + W − and (off-shell) tt production [7] . W + W − production is known at NLO [22] and available in terms of parton level Monte Carlo programs. In addition, a full NLO calculation including spin correlations of the leptonic W, Z decays, in the narrow width approximation, is available [23] . For Higgs boson masses below the W + W − (ZZ) threshold, decays into W W * (ZZ * ) are important [24, 10] . Since hadron colliders will be sensitive to these off-shell tails, too, the backgrounds from V V * production become relevant. There is no NLO calculation of V V * background processes available so far, so that it is not clear if NLO effects will be significant in the tails of distributions needed for the Higgs search in these cases. Moreover, for W W * production the inclusion of spin correlations among the final state leptons is mandatory [25] .
Top quark backgrounds arise from top-pair and tW b production. Recently, a new theoretical analysis of pp → t ( * )t( * ) has become available including full lepton correlations and off-shell effects of the final state top quarks arising from the non-zero top decay width [26] . This calculation automatically includes pp → tbW and those contributions to pp → bbW + W − , which are gauge-related to tbW couplings and describes the relevant tails for the Higgs search at LO. It is now necessary to investigate the theoretical uncertainties of this background. A NLO calculation of off-shell top-pair production may well be needed to reach the required 5% accuracy for extrapolation to the Higgs search region.
Other important reducible backgrounds are the W tt, Ztt, W bb and Zbb production processes. While V tt (V = W, Z) production is only known at LO, the associated vector * It should be noted that for this strong cut in p T j the NNLO result may be plagued by large logarithms of this cut, which have to be resummed, see [17] .
boson production with bb pairs is known at NLO including a soft gluon resummation [27] . Thus V bb production can be considered as reliable from the theoretical point of view, while a full NLO calculation for V tt production is highly desirable, since top mass effects will play a significant role. In addition, the background from gb → tH − , gb →tH + has to be taken into account within the MSSM framework. The full LO matrix elements are included in the ISAJET Monte Carlo program, which can easily be used for experimental analyses.
(iii) H → ZZ → 4ℓ ± A sharp Higgs peak can be observed in the four lepton invariant mass distribution. Hence, the ZZ → 4ℓ
± backgrounds are directly measurable in the sidebands and can safely be interpolated to the signal region.
qq → qqH
In the SM the W W, ZZ fusion processes→ qqV * V * → qqH play a significant role at the LHC for the entire Higgs mass range up to 1 TeV. We refer to them as weak boson fusion (WBF). The WBF cross section becomes comparable to the gluon fusion cross section for Higgs masses beyond ∼ 600 GeV [10] and is sizable, of order 20% of σ(gg → H), also in the intermediate mass region. The energetic quark jets in the forward and backward directions allow for additional cuts to suppress the background processes to WBF. The NLO QCD corrections can be expressed in terms of the conventional corrections to the DIS structure functions, since there is no color exchange between the two quark lines at LO and NLO. NLO corrections increase the production cross section by about 10% and are thus small and under theoretical control [28, 29] . These small theory uncertainties make WBF a very promising tool for precise coupling measurements. However, additional studies are needed to assess the theoretical uncertainties associated with a central jet veto. This veto enhances the color singlet exchange of the signal over color octet exchange QCD backgrounds [30] [31] [32] [33] .
In the MSSM, first parton level analyses show that it should be possible to cover the full MSSM parameter range by looking for the light Higgs decay h → τ + τ − (for m A > ∼ 150 GeV) and/or the heavy Higgs H → τ + τ − resonance (for a relatively small m A ) in the vector-boson fusion processes [34] . Although these two production processes are suppressed with respect to the SM cross section, their sum is of SM strength.
For the extraction of Higgs couplings it is important to distinguish between WBF and gluon fusion processes which lead to H + jj final states. With typical WBF cuts, including a central jet veto, gluon fusion contributions are expected at order 10% of the WBF cross section, i.e. the contamination is modest [35, 36] . The gluon fusion processes are mediated by heavy top and bottom quark loops, in analogy to the LO gluon fusion diagram of Fig. 1 . The full massive cross section for H + jj production via gluon fusion has been obtained only recently [35] , while former analyses were performed in the heavy top quark limit [37] . Since stop and sbottom loops yield a sizeable contribution to the inclusive gluon fusion cross section, a similar feature is expected for H + jj production. Thus, it is important to compute the effects of stop and sbottom loops in H + jj gluon fusion processes, which has not been done so far.
(i) H → γγ Parton level analyses show that H → γγ decays in WBF Higgs production can be isolated with signal to background ratios of order one [30] and with statistical errors of about 15%, for 200 fb −1 of data (see Fig. 3 ). Like for the inclusive H → γγ search, background levels can be precisely determined from a sideband analysis of the data. Prior to data taking, however, full detector simulations are needed to confirm the parton level results and improve on the search strategies.
Improved background calculations are desirable as well. In particular, the pp → γγjj background via quark loops (see Fig. 4 ) has not been calculated so far. (
The observation of H → τ τ decays in WBF will provide crucial information on Higgs couplings to fermions [8] and this channel alone guarantees Higgs observation within the MSSM [34] and may be an important discovery channel at low pseudoscalar mass, m A . Recent detector simulations [36] confirm parton level results [31] for the observability of this channel. (See Fig. 3 for parton level estimates of statistical errors.) The τ + τ − -invariant mass can be reconstructed at the LHC with a resolution of order 10%. This is possible in the→ qqH mode because of the large transverse momentum of the Higgs. In turn this means a sideband analysis can be used, in principle, to directly measure backgrounds. The most important of these backgrounds is QCD Zjj production (from QCD corrections to Drell-Yan) or electroweak Zjj production via WBF [31] . The (virtual) Z (or photon) then decays into a τ + τ − pair. These Zjj backgrounds, with their highly nontrivial shape around m τ τ ≈ m Z , can be precisely determined be observing Z → e + e − , µ + µ − events in identical phase space regions. Theoretically the QCD Zjj background is under control also, after the recent calculation of the full NLO corrections [38] . For the τ + τ − backgrounds the inclusion of τ polarization effects is important in order to obtain reliable tau-decay distributions which discriminate between signal processes (h, H → τ + τ − ) and backgrounds. This can be achieved by linking the TAUOLA program [39] to existing Monte Carlo programs. [33] and large [32] Higgs masses.
( * ) decay which does not allow for direct Higgs mass reconstruction and, hence, precludes a simple sideband determination of backgrounds. The important backgrounds [32, 33] involve (virtual) W pairs, namely top decays in tt+jets production, and QCD and electroweak W W jj production. QCD and EW τ τ jj production are subdominant after cuts, they are known at NLO [38] , and they can be determined directly, in phase space regions for jets which are identical to the signal region and with high statistics, by studying e + e − or µ + µ − pairs instead of τ + τ − . Demands on QCD calculations can be estimated by comparing the effects of systematic background errors on the measurement of the signal rate with statistical errors achievable at the LHC with 200 fb −1 of data. Results are shown in Fig. 5 for an assumed 10% error on σ(tt+jets), a 50% error on the QCD WWjj rate, and a 30% error on the electroweak WWjj rate. The latter two should be achievable from a LO extrapolation from signal poor to signal rich regions of phase space. A 10% error of σ(tt+jets), on the other hand, may require a NLO calculation, in particular of the on-shell tt + 1 jet cross section which dominates the tt background. Off-shell effects have recently been studied at LO [26] and a O(20%) increase of the tt background was found, which, presumably, is small enough to permit the inclusion of off-shell effects at LO only. However, a dedicated study is needed to devise optimal techniques for a reliable background determination for H → W W searches in WBF, for all major backgrounds.
(iv) Jet veto and Jet Tagging
Background suppression in the WBF channels relies on double forward jet tagging to identify the scattered quark jets of the→ qqH signal and it employs a veto of relatively soft central jets (typically of p T > 20 GeV) to exploit the different gluon radiation patterns and QCD scales of t-channel color singlet versus color octet exchange. Transverse momenta of these tagging or veto jets are relatively small for fixed order perturbative calculations of hard processes at the LHC. Thus, dedicated studies will be needed to assess the applicability of NLO QCD for the modeling of tagging jets in WBF and for the efficiency of a central jet veto in the Higgs signal. First such studies have been performed in the past at LO, for W jj or Zjj events [40] . While NLO Monte Carlos for QCD V jj production are now available [38, 41] , the corresponding NLO determination of electroweak V jj cross sections would be highly desirable. This would allow a comparison of calculated and measured veto efficiencies in a WBF process. These efficiencies must be known at the few percent level for the signal in order to extract Higgs couplings without loss of precision.
At present, the veto efficiencies for signal and background processes are the most uncertain aspect of WBF Higgs production at the LHC. Any improvement in their understanding, from QCD calculations, from improved Monte Carlo tools, or from hadron collider data would be very valuable.
4 ttφ production SM Higgs boson production in association with tt pairs plays a significant role at the LHC for Higgs masses below about 130 GeV, since this production mechanism makes the observation of H → bb possible [7, 18, 42, 43] . The decay H → γγ is potentially visible in this channel at high integrated luminosity. For Higgs masses above about 130 GeV, the decay H → W + W − can be observed [44] . ttH production could conceivably be used to determine the top Yukawa coupling directly from the cross section, but this requires either assumptions about the branching ratio for H → bb, which are not justified in extensions of the SM, or observability of decay to either γγ or W + W − . Recently, the NLO QCD corrections have become available. They decrease the cross section at the Tevatron by about 20-30% [45, 46] , while they increase the signal rate at the LHC by about 20-40% [45] . The scale dependence of the production cross section is significantly reduced, to a level of about 15%, which can be considered as an estimate of the theoretical uncertainty. Thus, the signal rate is under proper theoretical control now. In the MSSM, tth production with h → γγ, bb is important at the LHC in the decoupling regime, where the light scalar h behaves as the SM Higgs boson [7, 18, 42, 43] . Thus, the SM results can also be used for tth production in this regime.
(i) ttφ → ttbb The major backgrounds to the φ → bb signal in associated ttφ production come from ttjj and ttbb production, where in the first case the jets may be misidentified as b jets. A full LO calculation is available for these backgrounds and will be included in the conventional Monte Carlo programs. However, an analysis of the theoretical uncertainties is still missing. A first step can be made by studying the scale dependence at LO in order to investigate the effects on the total normalization and the event shapes. But for a more sophisticated picture a full NLO calculation is highly desirable. A second question is whether these backgrounds can be measured in the experiments off the Higgs resonance and extrapolated to the signal region.
(ii) ttφ → ttγγ The ttγγ final states develop a narrow resonance in the invariant γγ mass distribution, which enables a measurement of the ttγγ background directly from the sidebands. where one lepton is lost. It is possible that this rate could be measured directly for the lepton pair at the Z pole and the result extrapolated to the signal region of phase space. However, for ttV jj backgrounds the QCD uncertainties become large and unknown, due to the presence of two additional soft jets in the event. Further investigation of these backgrounds is essential, and will probably require comparison with data, which is not expected to be trivial.
bbφ production
In supersymmetric theories bbφ production becomes the dominant Higgs boson production mechanism for large values of tan β [10] , where the bottom Yukawa coupling is strongly enhanced. In contrast to ttφ production, however, this process develops potentially large logarithms, log m 2 φ /m 2 b , in the high-energy limit due to the smallness of the bottom quark mass, which are related to the development of b densities in the initial state. They can be resummed by evolving the b densities according to the Altarelli-Parisi equations and introducing them in the production process [47] . The introduction of conventional b densities requires an approximation of the kinematics of the hard process, i.e. the initial b quarks are assumed to be massless, have negligible transverse momentum and travel predominantly in forward and backward direction. These approximations can be tested in the full gg → bbφ process. At the Tevatron it turns out that they are not valid so that the effective cross section for bb → φ has to be considered as an overestimate of the resummed result. An improvement of this resummation requires an approach which describes the kinematics of the hard process in a better way. Moreover, since the experimental analyses require 3 or 4 b tags [6, 7] , the spectator b quarks need to have a sizeable transverse momentum of at least 15-20 GeV. Thus a resummation of a different type of potentially arising logarithms, namely log m
tmin ) is necessary. This can be achieved by the introduction of e.g. unintegrated parton densities [48] or an extension of the available resummation techniques.
As a first step, however, we have to investigate if the energy of the Tevatron and LHC is sufficiently large to develop the factorization of bottom densities. This factorization requires that the transverse momentum distribution of the (anti)bottom quark scales like dσ/dp T b ∝ p T b /(m The solid curves show the full distributions of the qq, gg → bbφ processes, while the dashed lines exhibit the factorized collinear part, which is absorbed in the bottom density. For a proper factorization, these pairs of curves have to coincide approximately up to transverse momenta of the order of the factorization scale, which is usually chosen to be µ F = O(m H ). It is clearly visible that there are sizeable differences between the full result and the factorized part, which originate from sizeable bottom mass and phase space effects, that are not accounted for by an active bottom parton density. Moreover, the full result falls quickly below the approximate factorized part for transverse momenta of the order of m H /10, which is much smaller than the usual factorization scale used for the bottom densities. We conclude from these plots that bbφ production at the LHC develops sizeable bottom mass effects, so that the use of bottom densities in the process bb → φ may lead to an overestimate of the correct theoretical result due to too crude approximations in the kinematics of the hard process. The full NLO calculation of the gg → bbφ will yield much more insight into this problem, since the large logarithms related to the evolution of bottom densities have to appear in the NLO corrections, if the picture of active bottom quarks in the proton is correct.
6 ZH, W H production Higgsstrahlung in→ W H, ZH plays a crucial role for the Higgs search at the Tevatron, while it is only marginal at the LHC. At the Tevatron it provides the relevant production mechanism for Higgs masses below about 130 GeV, where H → bb decays are dominant [6] . The NLO QCD corrections have been analyzed in the past. They are identical to the QCD corrections to the Drell-Yan processes→ W, Z, if the LO matrix elements are replaced accordingly. QCD corrections increase the production cross sections by about 30-40% [49, 29] .
The most important backgrounds at the Tevatron are W jj and in particular W bb production. Both are known at NLO and are contained in a NLO Monte Carlo program [41] . The same applies also to the Zjj and in particular Zbb backgrounds [27, 38] . In addition, the tt background is relevant.
Conclusions
Considerable progress has been made recently in improving QCD calculations for Higgs signal and background cross sections at hadron colliders. Noteworthy examples are the NNLO corrections to the gluon fusion cross section [14] , the QCD Zjj cross section at NLO [38] and the determination of full finite top and W width corrections to tt and ttj production at LO [26] . These improvements are crucial for precise coupling determinations of the Higgs boson.
Much additional work is needed to match the statistical power of the LHC. Largely, QCD systematic errors for coupling measurements have not been analyzed yet. Additional NLO tools need to be provided as well, and these include NLO corrections to tt production with finite width effects and ttj production at zero top width. A better understanding of central jet veto efficiencies is crucial for the study of WBF channels. These are just a few examples where theoretical work is needed. Many more have been highlighted in this review. Higgs physics at the LHC remains a very rich field for phenomenology.
